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Nurture One of Life’s Little Pleasures 
“Cultivating strong roots for a lifetime” 

 

Fitchburg, MA---Train and perfect treasured bonsai specimens with the finest precision tools 

available. Introducing Tinyroots™ Bonsai Tools, a new brand of performance-based, luxury 

bonsai tools that come with handsome fitted bamboo cases and the best warranty in the industry.  

 

Exclusively available through Tinyroots.com and authorized fine retailers such as 

BonsaiOutlet.com, Tinyroots™ Bonsai Tools offer elegance, balance, precision and traditional 

Japanese curves with the feel of surgical instruments. Practical considerations of durability, a 

lifetime of hard service, maximized corrosion resistance and ease of cleaning are a notable cost 

savings when amortized over their working lifespan. 

 

Unique Dual-Function Bamboo Presentation Case 

Each Tinyroots™ tool comes in a unique, hand-rubbed bamboo presentation case. For the first 

time Bonsai enthusiasts and their discerning friends can choose both the finest performance-

based luxury tools and a killer presentation. Gift-giving is made easy since the fitted cases reflect 

well on the taste of the giver, while protecting the tools during decades of service.   

 

About Tinyroots™ Top-Quality Craftsmanship  

The stainless steel and carbon steel formulae for Tinyroots™ tools derive from the Japanese 日
狹屋 Wakasaya family, and deliver extraordinary rust-resistance qualities that far surpass those 

of typical good-quality Japanese carbon steel. Next, Tinyroots™ tools are meticulously hand-

forged with the legendary Japanese forging skills used for making fine tools and swords handed 

down in the  外山秀树 Hidenobu Toyama family. Tinyroots™ are manufactured by the same 

Original Equipment Manufacturer as famous Japanese bonsai and garden tool companies 

including Wakasaya, Takagi and Musashi, have passed rigorous Japanese Quality Control 

standards, and are backed by an industry-leading limited lifetime warranty.  

 

Practicing the relaxing Zen art of Bonsai is one of life’s little pleasures. Maximize every hour of 

time spent on tree work by choosing performance-based, luxury Tinyroots™ Tools.   



 
“Cultivating strong roots for a lifetime” 
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Editors: To set up an interview with Bonsai Expert and Tinyroots™ Tools Representative Joe 

Carriere, contact media@bonsaioutlet.com or 877-806-3200.  

 


